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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Abetment of suicide - Deceased husband threatened to commit suicide if
accused wife does not come back to matrimonial home - Wife responded that if you
want to die tomorrow die today - Does not amount to instigation - FIR quashed.

(P&H) 536

Abetment of suicide - Deceased minor drove car in reverse motion which hit
part of house and dismantled some flower pots - Petitioner abused deceased,
reprimanded him and demanded price of dismantled flower pots - Wrong doer
committed suicide - It does not amount to abetment of suicide - Main ingredient of
offence of abetment i.e mens rea is missing - FIR quashed. (P&H) 134

Abetment of suicide - Person aggrieved by tortuous act of wrong doer can
claim and demand compensation of wrong done to his property - If he demands so
and wrong doer commits suicide, it does not amount to abetment of suicide.

(P&H) 134

Abetment of suicide - Use of abusive language alone without any mens rea
does not amount to abetment of suicide. (P&H) 134

Additional accused - A witness examined by prosecution - Cannot be summoned
as an accused u/s 319 Cr.P.C. after considering his own evidence. (P&H) 666

Alteration of charge - Cannot be refused merely on the ground that trial would
start de novo. (P&H) 725

Alteration/addition of charge - Can be even after completion of evidence
arguments and reserving of judgment. (S.C.) 787

Anticipatory bail - Factors to be kept in mind while granting anticipatory bail
- Analysed. (S.C.) 798

Anticipatory bail - Granted subject to deposit of Rs.1.50 lakhs in FDR in the
name of wife - Accused discharged of all the offences - It is appellant and not wife
who is entitled to withdraw the amount of fixed deposit. (S.C.) 484

Anticipatory bail - Granted with condition that accused should not involve
himself in similar or any offence - Two cases registered against accused thereafter -
Mere registration of an offence is not breach of condition. (Karnataka) 300

Anticipatory bail - Law as to : An application for anticipatory bail can be filed
at a stage before an FIR is filed or a stage when FIR is registered or at a stage after
investigation is concluded - Anticipatory bail should not invariably be limited to a
fixed period - Normal conditions u/s 437(3) and 438(2) should be imposed - In special
circumstances Court can limit tenure of anticipatory bail. (S.C.) 798

Anticipatory bail - Offence under SC/ST Act - High Court can grant anticipatory
bail by invoking provision of S.482 Cr.P.C. or Art.226 Constitution of India.

(Madras) 097

Appeal - Death of appellant - Appeal does not abate when there is composite
sentence of imprisonment and fine. (S.C.) 713

Application u/s 156(3) Cr.P.C. - No requirement of application to be supported
by an affidavit when case is ordered to be registered as complaint case.

(Allahabad) 166

Attachment u/s 146(1) Cr.P.C can only be proceeded with after an order is
passed u/s 145(1) Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 265
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Attempt to murder - All the injuries trivial and superficial in nature - Facts of
case do not indicate any intention of accused to cause fatal injuries - Accused
discharged from the offence u/s 307/149 IPC. (Rajasthan) 401

Bail - Contraband - Samples not drawn in presence of Magistrate - Magistrate
not followed the ratio of Supreme Court Judgment - Bail granted. (P&H) 718

Bail - Offence alleged grave and serious and several cases pending against
accused - These factors by themselves not a basis for refusal of prayer for bail.

(S.C.) 722

Bigamy - Attending marriage without knowledge that earlier marriage of
person getting married still subsisting - Not liable for offence u/s 494 IPC.

(P&H) 586

Cancellation of bail - If Court granting bail ignores relevant material indicating
prima facie involvement of accused or takes into account irrelevant material, which
has no relevance to question of grant of bail to accused, High Court or Sessions
Court would be justified in cancelling bail. (S.C.) 646

Charge sheet and supplementary charge sheet - Both reports to be read
conjointly and cumulative effect thereof is to be considered. (P&H) 649

Cheating - Compromise - Proceedings quashed. (Allahabad) 373

Confiscation of vehicle seized under NDPS Act - Prior to order of confiscation
registered owner ought be heard by trial Court. (Kerala) 773

Contraband - Decision of case only on one argument - Trial Court should deal
with all the contentions/submissions of counsel for the parties and thereafter deliver
its judgment. (P&H) 562

Contraband - Personal search - S.50 of NDPS Act not complied with - For non
compliance of S.50 of the Act no benefit can be extended so as to invalidate the effect
of recovery from the search of vehicle. (S.C.) 422

Contraband - Suspension of sentence during pendency of appeal - When
appeal cannot be disposed of expeditiously, appellate Court can pass appropriate
orders for suspension of sentence. (Manipur) 107

Criminal trial - Failure of injured witnesses to advance prosecution case with
regard to involvement of accused in the incident-in-question - Prosecution case
rendered doubtful - Appellant acquitted. (Rajasthan) 196

Criminal trial - Inconsistency between dying declaration, medico-legal report
and post mortem report - Cross examination of doctor exposits contradictions as to
whether injury in question was sufficient to cause death in normal course of nature
- Benefit of doubt of ambiguity and contradictions must go to appellant. (S.C.) 244

Cruelty - Jurisdiction - Appellant living in Delhi - Place of occurrence as per
FIR was Meerut - Court at the place where wife resides after leaving matrimonial home
has jurisdiction to entertain the complaint - Case ordered to be transferred to Court
at Delhi. (S.C.) 492

Cruelty - Quarrels between accused and deceased - Cannot be considered as
harassment or cruelty as contemplated u/s 498-A IPC. (Bombay) 498

Cruelty - Wife filed complaint against husband after delay of 8 years - Bar u/
s 468 Cr.P.C not applies to offence u/s 498-A IPC, as it is in the nature of continuing
offence - Even if there has been delay, if same is explained, such delay would not
be significant. (Karnataka) 650
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Direction to register FIR - S.195 Cr.P.C has no application to control power
of Magistrate to entertain an application u/s 156(3) Cr.P.C as S.195 Cr.P.C will only be
attracted when Magistrate proceed to take cognizance u/s 190 Cr.P.C.

(Allahabad) 230

Discharge - Application to discharge cannot be dismissed on the ground that
earlier an application to quash prosecution was dismissed as grounds of consideration
for both are different. (S.C.) 001

Discharge - Rejection of application - Court to state reasons. (Karnataka) 073

Dishonour of cheque - Cheque dishonoured on ground of insufficient funds
- Handwriting expert - Merely because cheque was dishonoured on account of
insufficiency of funds does not curtail rights of accused to prove that cheque does
not bear his signatures. (Rajasthan) 372

Dishonour of cheque - Conviction - Matter compromised in Lok Adalat during
pendency of appeal - Cheque, issued in pursuance of such compromise, dishonoured
- Dishonour of cheque gave rise to cause of action u/s 138 of NI Act - Order quashing
complaint set aside. (S.C.) 541

Dishonour of cheque - Evidence of complainant by way of affidavit - Cross
examination of deponent - Reasons need to be assigned to seek cross-examination
of deponent. (H.P.) 002

Dishonour of cheque - Examination of complainant u/s 200 Cr.P.C. - Not
necessary if evidence is given by way of an affidavit. (Manipur) 162

Dishonour of cheque - Financial capacity - Once accused raises a probable
defence and complainant fails to prove his financial capacity, then it would not be
appropriate to order conviction. (P&H) 464

Dishonour of cheque - Issuance of cheque to outgoing partner without
dissolution of firm or rendition of accounts or settlement of his share/contribution -
There was no existing liability - Proceedings quashed. (Madras) 044

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Notice when issued to company
- It is not mandatory to issue individual notice to all persons who are to be made
vicariously liable. (P&H) 257

Dishonour of cheque - Payee or holder in due course has an additional remedy
under civil law in addition to remedy under Criminal law - Both can be invoked
simultaneously. (Bombay) 509

Dishonour of cheque - Pre mature complaint - Intention not to make payment
when communicated before expiry of 15 days from the date of receipt of notice then
not to file complaint before expiry of 15 days becomes redundant. (Calcutta) 191

Dishonour of cheque - Production of account books/cash book to prove the
amount due - May be relevant in civil suit but not so in a case u/s 138 of N.I. Act
as presumption is raised in favour of holder of cheque. (S.C.) 780

Dishonour of cheque - Security cheque - Once accused admits issuance of
cheque which bears his signature, there is presumption that there exists a legally
enforceable debt or liability - Accused is required to lead evidence that entire amount
due and payable to the complainant was paid. (S.C.) 729

Dishonour of cheque - Signature on cheque not disputed - Plea that cheque
was removed from office table - Not convincing nor the same is supported by any
evidence - Statutory presumption not satisfactorily rebutted - Accused rightly
convicted. (S.C.) 260

Dishonour of cheque - Summoning order on printed proforma - Summoning
order quashed. (Allahabad) 071
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Dishonour of cheque - Summoning record from Bank - Application u/s 311
Cr.P.C. can be filed at any stage - Evidence sought to be produced relevant and
necessary for just decision of case - Order allowing application calls for no interference.

(P&H) 435

Dishonour of cheque - To rebut presumption on preponderance of probabilities,
accused can point out contradictions/deficiencies in the evidence of prosecution - It
is not necessary for accused to lead evidence in defence to rebut presumption.

(P&H) 486

Dishonour of cheque - Use of word `May' in S.148 of NI Act - It is generally
to be construed as a "rule" or "shall" - Not to direct to deposit by appellate Court
is an exception for which special reasons are to be assigned. (S.C.) 556

Domestic violence - Before issuing notice, Court has to be prima facie satisfied
that there are instances of domestic violence. (S.C.) 548

Domestic violence - Relatives of husband - No specific allegations as to how
relatives of husband have caused acts of domestic violence - Criminal case of
domestic violence against them quashed. (S.C.) 548

Dying declaration - Oral statement made by deceased to her father in Three
wheeler in presence of her husband, just an hour before her death - Fall u/s 32 of
Evidence Act, relating to cause of her death and would be admissible. (Delhi) 320

Dying declaration - Absence of certificate by a Doctor - Not fatal - However,
requirement remains that person who records dying declaration must ensure that
patient was in a fit condition, both mentally and physically, to give declaration.

(S.C.) 267

Dying declaration - Statement of Victim/deceased recorded by police u/s 161
Cr.P.C, immediately before her death can be considered as dying declaration.

(Allahabad) (DB) 287

Electronic record - Computer generated document is inadmissible in evidence
in absence of certificate u/s 65-B of Evidence Act. (Delhi) 129

Eye witnesses and medical evidence - Inconsistency - Four fire arms shots hit
the deceased on head as per eye witnesses - As per doctor there were only two entry
wounds - Court has to go by the statement of doctor as prosecution did not pray
that doctor be declared a hostile witness - Acquittal calls for no interference.

(S.C.) 350

False evidence - To proceed u/s 340 Cr.P.C. : (a) Court must record a finding
that person concerned has intentionally given false evidence; (b) Court should be
satisfied that it is expedient that such person be prosecuted; (c) Court to hold a
preliminary inquiry but it is not mandatory to hold preliminary enquiry in each and
every case. (P&H) 737

FIR u/s 188 IPC - Complaint in writing not as per S.195 Cr.P.C. - FIR quashed.
(P&H) 035

FIR - Cognizable offence - Preliminary inquiry before registration of FIR - Once
officer recording FIR is prima facie satisfied as to allegations disclosing a cognizable
offence, he can proceed against accused even without conducting any inquiry.

(S.C.) 567

FIR - On the basis of same matter which was involved in civil suit - FIR ought
not to have been allowed to continue as it would prejudice the interest of parties and
stand taken by them in the civil suit - FIR quashed. (S.C.) 580

Further investigation - Can be conducted even after commencement of trial
of case. (Kerala) 671
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Liquor - Consumption in hotel rooms - Guests staying in hotel consuming
liquor in room occupied by them and brought same by themselves - Not impermissible
- Moreover sealing of hotel in total violation of principles of natural justice as notice
prior to sealing of premises was not issued - Respondent directed to de-seal the
premises. (Madras) 019

Maintenance - Not payable out of compensation awarded to husband for
disability suffered in a motor accident. (Karnataka) 489

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. to minor sons - Earning wife - Law as to grant
of maintenance : (i) Maintenance by father cannot be denied merely because mother
is employed; (ii) Mother earning more cannot absolve father of his responsibility to
maintain his minor sons; (iv) it would be incorrect to hold that both the parents are
equally responsible for expenses of the child; (v) No doubt, mother, if she is earning,
should also contribute towards the expenses of a child but expenses cannot be
divided equally between the two. (P&H) 795

Maintenance - Amendment of application - Order allowing amendment, upheld.
(Patna) 477

Medico Legal Certificate (MLC) and Post Mortem Report (PMR) - Difference
in number of injuries - Later takes precedence over observations made in an MLC.

(Delhi) 320

Murder - Evidence of three eye witnesses not in consonance with facts stated
in FIR and that of their statements recorded u/s 161 Cr.P.C - Not safe to convict
accused on the basis of evidence of eye witnesses which does not inspire any
confidence at all - Appellant acquitted. (Allahabad) 436

Offence u/s 376 IPC and Ss.3/4 of POCSO Act - Punishment higher in degree
for one and same offence, as provided under POCSO Act and IPC is to be chosen
and awarded. (Allahabad) 378

Police report - Report made u/s 173(2) Cr.P.C after completion of an investigation
in a police case instituted u/s 154 Cr.P.C cannot be termed to be a complaint.

(Patna) 761

Quashing of complaint - Complaint shows that appellant had incorporated
ingredients necessary for prosecuting the respondents for the offences alleged -
Order quashing complaint, set aside. (S.C.) 147

Recall of witness - Change of counsel - Not justifiable to recall a witness.
(P&H) 687

Recalling of witnesses - Witnesses cannot be recalled merely because
subsequently engaged lawyer is of the view that previous lawyer has not performed
his duties efficiently. (M.P.) 382

Recovery of one live cartridge - Not in conscious and knowledgeable
possession of ammunition in question - FIR quashed. (Delhi) 597

Release of seized vehicle - There is no restriction or prohibition in releasing
a vehicle to interim custody of proper person on the ground that it was used for
commission of an offence. (Kerala) 262

Release of seized vehicle - Vehicle involved in NDPS case - Vehicle likely to
be confiscated - Conditional release of vehicle cannot be denied. (Rajasthan) 588

Remand - Remand order passed in a very casual and a perfunctory manner -
Petitioner directed to be released forthwith. (Patna) 333

Re-arrest of accused - After granting bail - Re-arrest can be ordered when
there is subsequent addition of provisions of non bailable offences and for this
cancellation of earlier bail is not at all necessary. (Tripura) 750
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Sanction for prosecution u/s 19 of Prevention of Corruption Act - Retirement
from service - Sanction for prosecution not required. (S.C.) 169

Secondary evidence - Prior permission of Court not required for leading
secondary evidence. (Delhi) 365

Senior citizen - Cancellation of transfer deed - Law only contemplates breach
on the part of transferee in providing amenities and physical needs to the transferor
- It does not stipulate that condition of providing maintenance should be part of such
transfer. (Kerala) 141

Statement of complainant not worth credence - No weightage can be given to
statement of other PWs. (P&H) 607

Statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C. as dying declaration - Condition of injured was
serious - Blood pressure was not recordable - Without getting opinion of doctor that
patient was in a fit condition for making statement his statement should not have
been recorded - Dying declaration does not meet the test of a verifiable dying
declaration. (S.C.) 079

Summoning of additional accused - Examination-in-chief cannot be excluded
from wording of `evidence' used in S.319(1) Cr.P.C. (Allahabad) 111

Summoning of an accused - A serious matter - Court at the stage of
summoning to analyze evidence produced with due application of mind. (P&H) 630

Summoning of witnesses - Application can be filed at any stage of trial even
after final arguments but before pronouncement of judgment. (P&H) 782

Summoning order passed without any discussion of allegations made in the
complaint or statement of complainant and his witnesses - Summoning order quashed
- Court below to pass fresh order. (Allahabad) 353

Un-married couples - Stay in hotel room - No laws or regulations forbidding
unmarried persons of opposite sex to occupy hotel rooms - Occupation of hotel room
by an unmarried couple, does not attract a criminal offence. (Madras) 019

Voice sample - Consent given for taking voice sample - Withdrawal of consent
on ground that while giving consent he was misled - No material on record which
may justify this conclusion - No doubt no person can be compelled to be a witness
against himself but this protection would not be available to a person who voluntarily
gives evidence in his case. (P&H) 168

*****


